
                     Ultrafare Ticket Machine

Technical Notes 
Stuck Software 
In the unlikely event that the machine gets stuck and the required action 
cannot be selected/performed try to exit the current page using the available 
buttons such as Cancel and Close. The Escape keyboard key may act as Cancel. 
Additionally tapping the Flag in the top right corner sometimes allows the 
page to be closed.

Software Errors
If the software suffers a fatal error an error message will be displayed and the 
application will close. Please restart the machine as detailed below and report 
the error to us along with details that may help us to reproduce/rectify the 
problem.
 
Forcing the Software to Restart
The preferred method to force the machine to restart is as follows. Hold the ON/OFF button in until 
the screen turns off. The machine can then be turned back as normal way after waiting a few 
seconds. The machine will return to the logged in or logged out state as before. 

Reset Button (Not Recommended)
The machine reset switch is near the power connector. It can be pressed using a pin head (blunt end 
please) into the marked hole. But the preferred way to restart the machine is described above (as 
that does not need a pin and does not risk damaging the internals of the machine).

Battery Removal/Replacement
It is not recommended to remove/replace the machine battery unless absolutely necessary. Battery 
removal/replacement will restart the machine software but the methods above are preferred. 

• To remove the battery press the battery release button and slide the battery out of the 
machine. 

• To replace the battery slide it gently into position. Do not use force as this damages the 
battery and breaks off the mounting points. To assist the battery into position it helps to press 
the battery release button. 

Please note that we will not replace damaged batteries under warranty. Nor will we repair machines 
under warranty where the damage has been caused by the use of a damaged battery (causing 
intermittent power to machine). 

Machine Will Not Power On
1/ Leave the machine a few minutes and try again.
2/ Connect to mains charger and retry.
3/ If the above fails carefully remove/replace the battery and try again (see notes above).

Taking Care of the Screen
The screen should be cleaned by wiping carefully with a damp soft cloth when the machine is off.  
The machines are shipped with a screen protector fitted and it is advised not to remove this. If the 
screen protector is damaged it may be removed and replaced. Similar ones are available from many 
suppliers - if the exact size cannot be found a larger one may be cut to fit.

Further Assistance 
For more information please see www.tikkitek.com or contact us on support@tikkitek.com

http://www.tikkitek.com/

